
 

  

 

DIVE SITES – INNER REEF 

 
 

1. SEA GRASS REEF 
What: Very nice shore dive and wonderful night dive location. Marine life found on site 
includes healthy hard coral, schools of tropical fish, lots of Christmas tree worms and clown 
trigger turtles. 
Where: A 5 minute boat ride located near Sea Grass Restaurant. 
When: Dive on rising tide 
 

2. DORIAN’S REEF 
What: Nice and easy dive very good for beginners. It has the best visibility around Laucala. 
Depth ranges from 2-15m. Marine life found includes hard coral, white and black tip sharks, 
giant Trevally fish, different kinds of tropical fish and giant Sting rays. 
Where: 7 min boat ride located just inside the barrier reef of Laucala. 
When: Dive at any tide 
 

3. FISH PATCH 
What: With a depth range of 5-20m the name says it all. Marine life here includes Barracuda, 
sharks, Trevally, Stingrays, Lion fish, octopus, turtles and giant Maori Wrass  
Where: A 5 min boat ride located near Laucala Airport it is also a 5 min swim from shore 
When: Dive at incoming tide. 
 

4. WONDERLAND 
What: It is a sunken patch with healthy hard coral with a variety of soft coral. Depth ranges 
from 5-20m with a marine life of white tip sharks, turtles, moray eels and different types of 
tropical fish. 
Where: Wonderland is located 5 min boat ride in front of the resort towards the main reef 
When: Dive at low tide 
 

5. CHANNEL 
What: With gradual slopes at the beginning of the dive and beautiful pinnacles towards the 
end depths range from 15-38m. Marine life includes Clown triggers, Garden eels, Angel fish, 
Scorpion fish, Stone fish, Leopard Shark, a variety of Spanish dancers, Red Anemones with 
hard and soft coral. 
Where: It is located at the barrier reef. 
When: Dive at rising tide 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 

6. TURTLE ALLEY 
What: This is where divers weave between the big alleys. It has a depth ranging from 5-20m. 
A variety of soft coral is found on the overhangs and untouched hard coral on top of the 
seabed. Marine life includes also a variety of nudie branches, occasional sea snakes, white tip 
sharks, Leopard sharks, Red Anemones, Stone fish, Hawk fish, Emperor Angel and masses 
of Dragon fish. 
Where:  Located near Wonderland in front of the resort  
When: Dive on high tide 
 

7. GARDEN EEL 
What: This site has a sandy bottom covered with Garden eels, healthy hard coral and 
different types of Staghorn and soft coral. Marine life consists of white tip sharks, leopard 
shark, Moray eels, lobsters and schools of Snapper. Depths range from 5-15m. 
Where: It’s a 5 min boat ride from the resort  
When: Dive on incoming tide and great for night dives 
 

8. LONG BEACH 
What: An easy dive with a nice sandy bottom. Depths range from 5-15m. Very healthy hard 
coral found here and all different colors of soft coral. Marine life includes white tip sharks, 
Basket sea star in different colors, Feather sea star Crinoids clinging onto the sea fans and 
schools of tropical fish.    
Where: A quick 5 min boat ride around the Island  
When: Perfect for night dives 
 

9. SUNRISE 
What: Lovely easy drift dive along the main reef. A variety of hard coral, with turtles, lots of 
different tropical fish and sea slugs and white tip reef sharks. Depth ranges from 5-18m 
Where: 5 min boat ride from Laucala  
When: Dive on rising or falling tide 
 



 

 

                                                                                                              

 

DIVE SITES - OUTER REEF 

 
 

10. EAGLE RAY 
What: Nice and easy drift dive with healthy hard coral, white tip sharks, turtles, trigger fish, 
many types of tropical fish and schools of Eagle ray. 
Where: A 5 min boat ride located on the barrier reef outside Laucala Island. 
When: Dive on rising tide 
 

11. BIG BLUE 
What: This is an Atoll with great wall dives. Depth ranges from 5-1000m plus a vertical drop 
off with a variety of soft corals, long sea whip on the side of the walls and tons of fish life 
everywhere. You will also see sharks and hump headed parrot fish, lots of beautiful soft 
coral and magnificent hard coral at 10-30m depth. 
Where: This Atoll is a 10 min boat ride from Laucala  
When: Dive with falling or rising tide 
 

12 THE POINT 
What: An atoll with a vertical drop off at 5-30m. Plus it’s famous for black corals with Long-
nose Hawk fish, beautiful hard coral at 10m. It includes soft coral, sea fans, sea whips, 
sharks, tuna, Trevally, King mackerel and lots of giant clam. 
Where: A 10 min boat ride from the Dive Centre 
When: Dive at falling tide 
 

13 WHITE WALL 
What: With a depth of 10-30m it has a wall covered with mostly soft coral which becomes a 
shimmering white wall at about 15m when you look at it. Marine life found on site includes 
sharks, tuna, Barracuda, Mackerel, Moray eel, Lion fish and the most stunning tropical fish. 
Where: A 30 min boat ride from Laucala 
When: Best time to dive is with a rising tide 
 

14 BARRACUDA POINT 
What: This is a wall dive with a depth ranging from 5-60m. Marine life includes of course the 
wonderful big Barracuda, Clown trigger fish, schools of Jack-Trevally, sharks, Eagle-Ray and 
different types of tropical fish with healthy hard coral 
Where: Located outside the Laucala barrier reef only 15min by boat 
When: Dive with incoming tide 



 
15 SHARK ALLEY 

What: An atoll with depths of 5-30m with nice swim through alleys. Amongst the sharks you 
will find sting ray, Eagle-ray, all kinds of tropical fish, barracuda, giant Trevally and healthy 
hard coral.  
Where: A 10 min boat ride outside of the Laucala barrier reef  
When: Dive recommended at low tide



  
 

 
 
 
 
 

16 CORNER 
What: This dive is a gradual drop off with a wall at the end. The amazing coral heads come 
up to about 5m where divers weave between and you will find a perfect location for safety 
stops. Marine life is full of wrasses, Moray-eel, clown trigger fish, Eagle-ray and sharks 
including Sleeping Leopards. 
Where: This site is located on the Laucala barrier reef 5 min boat ride away 
When: Best time to dive is at falling tide 
 

17 MYSTERY REEF 
What: Named after it’s hard to find location… This wall dive is about the size of a football 
field. The top of the reef is about 10m and drops to about 900m. You will find giant 
Grouper fish, probably weighing in at about 70-80kg and schools of Barracuda. Also seen 
there are Dogtooth tuna, giant Gorgonian fans, sea whips and many healthy hard coral 
Where: A 25m boat ride in the middle of Laucala, Nanuku and the Ring Golds. 
When: Dive on falling tide 
 

18 D.M.F 
What: This wall is amazing and marine life includes soft coral and the end of the dive after 
seeing a range Trevally, tuna, sea fans, sea whip and schools of Barracuda. 
Where: At the bottom end of Mystery reef  
When: Dive at incoming tide 
 

19 FINGERS 
What: Nice and easy shallow dive. The reef sticks out like fingers where divers can swim in 
and through and light penetrates on the reef through the cracks. Depths range from 5-15m. 
Marine life found includes white tip sharks, sting ray, turtles, fans and healthy hard coral  
Where: A 5 min boat ride from D.M.F and 30min from Laucala located inside the barrier reef 
of Millers Mystery Reef 
When: Diving at any tide is great 
 

20 RED WALL 
What: This Lagoon has very calm waters next to a sand bank and is very good for surface 
intervals and snorkeling. Good second dive after D.M.F. Depths range from 5-15m covered 
with Red Gorgonian fans. You will find turtles and lots of sharks and Groupers.  
Where: Located close to Fingers dive site in a lagoon only 30min from Laucala 
When: Dive at rising tide 
 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 

21 GROUPER VILLA 
What: This site has a flat sandy patch which meets up with a wall depth of 10-60m. Amongst 
the giant Grouper and a variety of hard coral you can see Cod, Barracuda, Rainbow runners, 
Hammer head, Moray eel and Eagle-rays. 
Where: A 5 min boat ride from D.M.F site located inside the barrier reef  
When: Dive at falling tide 
 

22 YELLOW WALL 
What: With beautiful swim through areas it’s a gradual drop off with depths ranging from 5-
200m. The name stems from the wall at 15-30m which is covered with yellow coral. Marine 
life includes Wrasses, schools of Parrot fish, tuna, sweet lips, Moray, sharks.  
Where: A 5 min boat ride from D.M.F site located inside the barrier reef  
When: Dive at rising tide 
 

23 AMAZE 
What: Amazing… With depths ranging from 10-60m and great visibility of 20-30m you will 
find tons of fish including Mackerel, Barracuda, Jack-Trevally and sharks (usually in schools). 
Nice shallow reef at the end of the dive where it is very good for safety stops.  
Where: Located outside of Laucala barrier reef on a 10min boat ride 
When: Dive at rising tide 
 

24 CANYONS 
What: Numerous caverns and caves make up this lovely adventure at depths between 5-30m 
and at 10-12m there are swim through areas like canyons. Marine life consists of white tip 
sharks in the tunnels, Cod, Mackerel, turtles, Angel fish, schools of Parrot fish and very 
healthy hard and soft coral.  
Where: Located outside the Laucala barrier reef 8min by boat 
When: Dive at high tide 
 

25 PLAYGROUND 
What: It’s a wall dive ranging from 5-900m. On this dive site you are greeted by schools of 
Barracuda and Jacks. Furthermore you will see sting rays, different sharks including hammer 
heads, Groupers, there will always be Clown trigger fish, Angel fish, Cod, Mackerel, tuna and 
lots of Pelagics that swim by.   
Where: A 25 min boat ride away from Laucala  
When: Dive at rising tide 
 


